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The generation of millimeter wave radiation from the interaction of a rotating electron beam (2
MeV, I kA, 5 nsec) with an azimuthally periodic wiggler magnetic field has been studied
experimenta.lly. Calculations of the effects of the wiggler magnetic field on the single particle
electron orbits are presented, together with experimental measurements of the effects of the
wiggler field on the electron beam. Narrow-band radiation at power levels in excess of200 kW has
been ob~er~ed at 88 and 175 GHz for wiggler fields with 6.28 and 3.14 cm periods, respectively.
The radiatIOn frequency spectra for various experimental configurations are presented, and
results are compared with theoretical expectations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years many theoretical and experimental
studies have been reported of linear free-electron lasers
(FEL's) in which short-wavelength radiation is produced by
the interaction of an electron beam with a spatially periodic
wiggler magnetic field. 1-10 Recently, a novel circular geome
try FEL has been explored both theoretically and experi
mentally in a collaborative effort by researchers at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology and the University of
Maryland. 11-16 In this concept, a rotating, relativistic elec
tron beam interacts with an azimuthally periodic wiggler
field produced by samarium cobalt magnets placed interior
and exterior to the beam. The potential advantages of such
systems include a longer effective interaction region, a more
compact geometrical configuration, and internal feedback
resulting from the recirculation of the electromagnetic wave.
This last feature may mean that the device can operate as an
oscillator rather than an amplifier, as in the case of linear
FEL's.

In the experiments to date, two principal methods have
been used to generate the rotating electron beam. The first
experiments employed a diode configuration similar to those
used in relativistic magnetrons. 11.14 Here the electrons per
form EXB drifts around the aximuth in the presence of a
radial electric field and an axial magnetic field. Addition of
an aximuthally periodic magnetic field then results in a cir
cular FEL. Although initial experimental results from this
configuration are encouraging, one potential drawback of
this configuration is the considerable electron velocity shear
inherent to cross field electron flow in magnetron-like de
vices.

Recently we published a preliminary study of a second
configuration that effectively circumvents this velocity shear
problem. 15 This experiment involves the generation of an
essentially monoenergetic rotating electron beam by passing
a hollow, nonrotating electron beam through a narrow mag
netic cusp. In this manner, the Vz XBr force at the center of
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the cusp effectively converts the axial beam velocity into ro
tational velocity downstream ofthe cusp transition region. If
the cusp is symmetric, the downstream beam performs sim
ple axis encircling cyclotron orbits with a gyroradius equal
to the radius of the beam on the upstream side ofthe cusp. 17

To the axial magnetic field about which the beam elec
trons rotate is added an azimuthally periodic wiggler field,
which is primarily radial near the center of the gap, and thus
transverse to the electron beam flow. The wiggler field is
produced by samarium cobalt magnets placed behind two
concentric metal cylinders in such a way that the beam sees
only smooth conducting boundaries. The proximity of the
conducting walls to the beam also serves to suppress the
negative mass instability, which has been used to produce
radiation at microwave frequencies in previous studies. IB

.
19

In this paper, we present the first detailed measure
ments ofthe operational characteristics of this new circular
FEL configuration. Measurements of the effect of the
wiggler field on the rotating electron beam are presented, as
are radiation spectra obtained for a number of wiggler con
figurations. Section II of this paper contains a discussion of
theoretical considerations, and the experiments are present
ed in Sec. III. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

A. Electron motion in the axial and wiggler magnetic
fields

The general configuration used for these studies is de
tailed in Fig. I. Downstream of the cusp transition, the elec·
tron orbits have axial (Vz2 ) and azimuthal (V02) velocity com
ponents given in terms of the upstream axial velocity (Vzl ) by

where rc is the cathode radius and nil = eBJrnoy is the
relativistic electron-cyclotron frequency in the downstream
axial magnetic field. Thus, as the magnetic field is raised
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that near the center of the gap, the field is primarily radial
and that the undulatory v(J X Br force is the ± z direction,
analogous to the transverse motion of electrons in a linear
FEL.

Because of the complicated nature of the combined axi
al and wiggler fields, a single particle computer simulation
program has been used to check that the particle orbits are as
desired. Figure 2 shows calculated particle orbits with and
without the wiggler fields, results that show clearly that the
electron orbits are almost unperturbed in the r-O plane, and
the undulation is primarily axial, as desired. While Fig. 2
shows typical electron orbits for an electron with an initial
radial position of precisely 6 cm (the cathode radius), elec
trons launched at other radial positions within the radial
width of the beam do not show significantly different behav
ior. We have performed these calculations for each of the
several wiggler field configurations investigated experimen
tally, and in no case are the electron orbits unsatisfactory.

Diode Ceils

FIG. I. General experimental configuration.
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B. Excitation of TM waves by the rotating electron beam

In a previous theoretical paper by two of the authors (Y.
Yin and G. Bekefi),16 the radiative process has been identi
fied as the coupling ofa "synchronous mode, ,,20 upshifted in
frequency by the wiggler periodicity N:

w = (I +N)illl

to one or more of the TM waves supported by the coaxial
conducting boundary system. The radiation frequency is
given by

FIG. 2. Calculated particle orbits in the roB and r·z planes for an electron
injected with u, = 0.2Oc, u. = 0.96c into the interaction space with (a)
B, = 1.4 kG, Bow = 0, and (b) B, = 1.4 kG, Bow = 1.3 kG.
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toward a cutoff value, given by

Bzc = v. I moylrce,

the axial velocity is reduced and electron orbits become fair
ly tight helices. Beyond the cusp the electrons move in the
presence of the combined axial and wiggler magnetic fields,
which can be approximated (subject to the condition that
V-B = VXB = 0 in the region between two conducting
boundaries of radii ro and r j ) by the expression

B = r B;w COS(NO)[(~r-I + (r;r+ I]
(ro)(N'-III2N A Bow. [(r)N-1

X - -O-sm(NO) -
r j 2 ro

- (r; r+ I]C~f' -11/2N + iB•.

Here r, e, and i are unit vectors in the radial, azimuthal, and
axial directions, respectively, N = 1T(ro+ rj )110 is the num
ber of spatial periods around the azimuth, 10 is the linear
periodicity specified midway in the gap, and B ow is the am
plitude of the radial component of the field at a distance

r = (~- Ir{"+ I) 1/(2N"

where the azimuthal component vanishes. It is easily seen
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TABLE I. Computed parameters for an electron ring of radius 6.000 cm
rotating in a coaxial waveguide of radii '0 = 6.509 em, " = 5.398 em.
/3. = 0.968; Bow = 0.75 kG;J. = 1.10 A cm- 2

; '" is the radiation frequen
cy; "', the temporal growth rate; and." the saturated efficiency.

about a factor of 4 higher than those given in the table. Th
last column of Table I lists the estimated saturation effi~
ciency TJ caused by phase trapping of electrons in the poten
tial wells of the ponderomotive potential.

where kw = 2-rr/lo, we(l,m) is the cutoff frequency for the
TM lm mode, 1and m are the azimuthal and radial wavenum
bers, respectively, and

vpo = We (/,m)(r/I )

is the azimuthal phase velocity of the rf perturbation. It is
interesting to compare this result to the dispersion relation
for a conventional linear free-electron laser:

kwvo
UJ= ,

[1 - (volc)]

where Vo is now the axial electron velocity.
In the limit where the gap between the two coaxial con

ducting boundaries is small compared to their mean radius,
the cutoff frequency of the TM lm mode may be approximat
ed by the expression

we(/,m) = [m-rrc/rj(g - 1)](1 + af2)1/2
,

whereg = rolr j and

[
2 (g - 1)]2

a = m-rr g+ 1 .

The resultant predicted radiation frequencies for actual ex
perimental parameters discussed in the next section are sum
marized in Table I. For the specified parameters these are
the only unstable interactions predicted by the theory. Be
cause these predicted radiation frequencies are quite sensi
tive to the values chosen for the applied magnetic field and
the electron energy, the values indicated in Table I must be
treated as estimates. One important conclusion, however, is
that high-frequency radiation is predicted for very low val
ues of the radial mode number m, an important result be
cause the electron beam radial width (about 5 mm) is a siza
ble fraction of the gap between the two coaxial conductors
(13 mm). A comparison between these predicted values and
experimental measurements will be made in Sec. IV. The
growth rate of the instability w j was calculated for the case of
an azimuthal current density Jo = 1.1 A cm -2 in order to
satisfy the assumption of a tenuous electron ring, and is also
indicated in Table I. In the actual experiments, the azi
muthal current density is estimated to be -60 A cm- 2

. In
the so-called "single particle, high-gain strong pump" re
gime2 the instability growth rate is proportional to J ~13,

which implies that the experimental growth rates would be

III. EXPERIMENTS
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A. Apparatus

The general experimental configuration is shown in
Fig. I. A hollow, nonrotating electron beam is field emitted
from a 6 cm radius, knife-edge cathode located 7.5 cm up
stream of a brass anode plate. A 5 mm wide aperture slit in
the anode plate allows a fraction of the electron beam Cur
rent to pass through the anode plane into the cusp transition
region. The cusp magnetic fields are produced by two inde
pendently controllable solenoids, and a soft iron plate is used
to narrow the axial extent of the cusp transition region. The
measured FWHM of the radial component of the magnetic
field at the center of the cusp is 4 mm. The vz X B, force acts
to convert axial electron velocity upstream of the cusp tran
sition region into azimuthal velocity downstream, with re
sulting downstream beam parameters of2 MeV, 1 kA, and 5

FIG. 3. Arrangment of bar magnets (top); Hall probe measurement of th,
wiggler field at a radial position, = 5.92 em, as a function of aZimuth.
angle (bottom). .
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FIG. 5. Oscilloscope waveforms of (a) diode voltage. (bl axial current col
lected by a 2.24 mm' collector located in the center ofthe interaction region.
(c) microwave signal in T band (91-170 GHz) with wiggler magnets. and (d)
microwave signal in T band without wiggler magnets.
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FIG. 6. Radiated power spectrum for Bow = 1300 G./o = 6.28 cm.

C. Radiation measurements

Initial measurements of the radiation produced by the
interaction of the rotating electron beam with the wiggler
field involved inserting a small horn antenna into the region

G amplitude and /0 = 6.28 cm causes a drop in the beam
current of only about 30%. These results confirm that the
wiggler field does not have a disastrous effect on the electron
orbits, a result consistent with the single particle orbit calcu
lations. In fact, it is likely that the wiggler field acts to re
move electrons with badly off-centered orbits from the
beam.

Another indication of the nature of the beam current
pulse shape has been obtained by placing a small-area axial
current collector midway between the conducting cylinders
at the axial center of the wiggler field region. A typical cur
rent pulse waveform is shown in Fig. 5 and shows dramati
cally the shortening of the downstream electron beam cur
rent pulse duration caused by the reflection of all low-energy
electrons at the cusp transition region. This independent
measurement of the beam current in the wiggler region also
shows that even a relatively strong wiggler field does not
disastrously disrupt the rotating electron beam.
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FIG. 4. Peak current exiting the interaction region versus applied cusp axial
magnetic field. Results with and without the wiggler magnets are shown.

nsec. Because the cusp reflects all electrons with energies less
than a threshold value given by

E'h = [(moe2
)2 + (cereD )2] 112 - moe2

,

the total energy spread in the downstream rotating beam is
in the range I%-3%. The velocity spread caused by local
temperature in the beam has been estimated to be about
0.2%.

The downstream beam rotates between two concentric
stainless steel cylinders of radii 5.40 and 6.51 cm, respective
Iy. Single turn Rogowski coils can be located at the upstream
and/or downstream ends of the interaction region to mea
sure the axial current entering or leaving the wiggler region
with or without the wiggler magnets in place. The samarium
cobalt magnets used to provide the wiggler field are placed
behind the cylinders and held in place by grooved aluminum
holders. Typical arrangements of the magnets to achieve
various periodicities are shown in Fig. 3. The axial length of
the wiggler field is about 20 cm, and the wiggler strength has
been varied in the experiments by simply removing some of
the magnets from the 6.28 cm wiggler configuration shown
in the figure.

The radiation generated in the experiments is measured
with a small horn antenna located immediately downstream
ofthe interaction region. The radiated power spectra for var
ious configurations has been measured using a sensitive grat
ing spectrometer,21 with gratings available in the range 70
200 GHz. The frequency resolution of the spectrometer is
typically1Jf/ f = 0.02, and the insertion loss is in the range 3
5 dB.

B. Electron beam measurements

Measurement of the axial electron beam current exiting
the interaction region with and without the wiggler magnets
in place has been made using a single turn Rogowski coil
located immediately downstream of the wiggler region. The
results, shown in Fig. 4, indicate that a wiggler field of 1300
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FIG. 7. Radiated power spectrum for Bow = 800 G, '0 = 6.28 em.
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FIG. 9. Radiatedpower spectr~m for Bow = 450 G, '0 = 6.28 em, with in
ner magnets and mner conductmg boundary removed.
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immediately downstream of the interaction region and
bringing the signal out through a length of Ka-band (22-40
GHz) waveguide. The radiation was then guided through
various waveguide filters into calibrated attenuators and de
tectors. The receiving horn was oriented in such a way as to
pick up TM waves in the coaxial conducting boundary sys
tem. In these initial experiments, a wiggler field amplitude of
1300 G and a wiggler period of 6.28 cm were used exclusive
ly. Typical signals obtained in T band (91-170 GHz) with
and without the wiggler magnets in place are shown in Fig. 5,
and show dramatically that high-frequency radiation is only
observed when the wiggler field is present. Because of the
difficulty in efficiently coupling radiation out of the system,
we have only been able to estimate the total radiated power
as being in excess of 200 kW. Therefore, a reliable measure
ment of the electronic efficiency of the experiment is current
ly unavailable. These results have been reported previous
lyY

In these measurements, the horn has been located in
various configurations, and the radiated power has been ob
served to be greatest in the direction of the electron orbits, as
expected if the radiation is scattered in the forward direction
as in a linear FEL.lfthe horn is moved to detect radiation in
the opposite direction, the observed radiation is down by
more than 10 dB. Waveguide cutoff filters were used to ob
tain a rough idea of the frequency content of the radiation.
From these measurements it was determined that most of
the radiated power was within N band (74-140 GHz).
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FIG. 8. Radiated power spectrum for Bow = 1000 G, '0 = 3.14 em.

Detailed measurements of the radiation spectra hav
b

. e
een obtamed for a variety of wiggler configurations usin

the ~rati~g spectrometer described previously. These config~
uratlOns mclude (a) the 1300 G, 6.28 cm period wiggler first
studies (Fig. 3, bottom magnet array), (b) an 800 G, 6.28 cm
wiggler (same array, every other magnet removed), (c) a 1000
G, 3.14 cm wiggler (middle magnet array), and (d) a 450 G
6.28 cm wiggler in which the inner magnets and the inne:
conducting boundary were removed entirely. Plots of detec
tor output versus frequency are shown for these configura
tions in Figs. 6-9, respectively.

Several features of these spectra are worthy of mention.
First, the radiation observed in all cases is very narrow band,
approaching the resolving power of the spectrometer. Sec
ond, the center frequency for the 3.14 cm wiggler (175 GHz)
is almost exactly double that observed for the 6.28 cm
wiggler (88 GHz), and both frequencies are in close agree
ment with the predictions of theory summarized in Table I.
This last result may be just a chance occurrence, as the pre
dictions of the theory are quite sensitive to the values chosen
for the electron beam energy and the applied magnetic field.

Although the detector used for these measurements has
a sensitivity that does not vary substantially over a frequency
range of 10 GHz or so, the detector sensitivity does fall
steadily as the frequency of the detected signal is increased.
As a result of this trend and the fact that we do not have a
calibration source at 175 GHz, even a comparative estimate
of the power radiated at this frequency is not possible. Ifwe
extrapolate our calibration of the detector response versus
frequency from our data in the range 26-135 GHz, where we
do have calibration sources, then the radiated power at 175
GHz appears to be roughly comparable to that at 88 GHz.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental studies indicate that the production
of millimeter wave radiation by the interaction of a rotating
electron beam with an azimuthally periodic wiggler field has
been achieved in a manner consistent with theoretical expec
tations. The agreement between the measured radiation fre
quencies and predicted values given in Table I is excellent,
but further work will be need in order to determine if radi
ation is also produced at the other frequencies indicated.
Although the efficiency ofconversion ofelectron beam ener
gy to radiation is currently low (less than 1%), it is not at all
clear how efficiently the radiation is currently being coupled
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ut of the system. In addition, no attempts have been made
ominimize wall losses or to optimize the experimental con
Iguration for maximum radiated power. For example, it
nay be possible to design a system that will be unstable at
only one frequency, in contrast to the several unstable fre
luencies predicted for the present configuration.

We note that in order to achieve frequencies similar to
hose reported above, the gyrotron22 would require magnetic
ields more that an order of magnitude higher. Comparing
iii and 'TJ of Table I with those of a gyrotron operating with
;imilar parameters, one find's that the gyrotron has some
",hat lower growth rates Wi' but higher efficiencies 'TJ.

Future studies ofthis novel source ofcoherent radiation
will include attempts to generate submillimeter radiation by
reducing the wiggler period and experiments using lower
energy and lower current electron beams with longer pulse
durations.
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